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Fast-propagating waves in the phase of incommensurate structures, called phasons, have long been
argued to enhance thermal transport. Although supersonic phason velocities have been observed, the
lifetimes, from which mean free paths can be determined, have not been resolved. Using inelastic neutron
scattering and thermal conductivity measurements, we establish that phasons in piezoelectric fresnoite
make a major contribution to thermal conductivity by propagating with higher group velocities and longer
mean free paths than phonons. The phason contribution to thermal conductivity is maximum near room
temperature, where it is the single largest contributing degree of freedom.
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Introduction.—Crystals with incompatible translational
periodicities, where two or more periodic spacings cannot
be expressed as a ratio of integers, are described as
incommensurate. In such crystals the accumulating phase
difference between incommensurate periodicities can be
described in terms of a regular lattice of solitons [1–3]. The
existence of such incommensurable elements also intro-
duces associated quasiparticle excitations called phasons
and amplitudons [3]. Phasons are high velocity acousticlike
modes in the soliton lattice and amplitudons are opticlike
excitations in the amplitude of the solitons with typically
lower velocities. Phasons are anticipated to play an impor-
tant role in transport [4,5] and anomalous contributions to
thermal conductivity in incommensurate charge-density-
wave systems have been attributed to high velocity phasons
[6,7]. Furthermore, phasons with group velocities much
larger than phonons have been observed for both in-
commensurate charge-density waves in blue bronze [8]
and in incommensurately modulated piezoelectric fres-
noite (Ba2TiSi2O8) [9]. By contrast, more recent work
on complex materials for energy applications have argued
that the appearance of incommensurate structure suppresses
thermal conductivity [10,11]. The generality of such a
claim needs to account for the impact of the additional
lattice degrees of freedom that exist in incommensurate
crystals. Hence, there is a need to quantify the role of
phasons in thermal transport. However, to fully establish
the importance of phasons for thermal conductivity it is
crucial to also determine and compare the phason and
phonon mean free paths (MFP).
In the phonon or phason gas model, the thermal

conductivity is expressed as the sum [12]

κ ¼ 1

3

X

qs

Cqsvqslqs; ð1Þ

where the products of mode specific heat capacity Cqs,
group velocity vqs, and MFP lqs, are summed over
momentum q for all s branches. Phason group velocities
can be much higher than that of phonons [8,9]. However,
the phason mode specific heat capacity is always smaller
because phonons and phasons are divided up among the
atomic vs the soliton degrees of freedom, and the latter
contains groups of atoms. For fresnoite, the heat capacity
per phason branch is about one sixth that of acoustic
phonons [9]. The MFP remains an unknown deciding
factor in determining the balance of phason vs phonon
thermal conductivity.
Though phasons are governed by the same thermal

population statistics as phonons, they manifest differently
in the thermal conductivity, which we use to isolate the
phason contribution. First, because incommensurate modu-
lations are usually confined to certain crystallographic
directions, the associated phason contribution to thermal
conductivity can be separated by crystallographic direction.
Second, the MFP of low-energy phonons becomes very
large at cryogenic temperatures and results in a dominant
peak in thermal conductivity [12] whereas the correspond-
ing phasons are always diffusive at sufficiently long
wavelengths [13,14], and this results in a vanishingly small
contribution at cryogenic temperatures [6]. Third, phasons
necessarily vanish, although gradually [9], when the crystal
transitions to a commensurate phase, typically at high
temperatures. Considering these trends, we selected fres-
noite as an ideal material for isolating the phason thermal
conductivity. Fresnoite is a promising piezoelectric material
for sensor applications [15,16] that develops a two-dimen-
sional incommensurate structural modulation in the basal
plane of its noncentrosymmetric tetragonal phase (space
group P4bm) on cooling below ∼433 K [17,18]—although
phasons first emerge gradually as a precursor starting below
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∼600 K [9]. Phasons in fresnoite are confined to the basal
plane and vanish on heating above ∼600 K. Importantly,
fresnoite does not have an electronic contribution to the
thermal conductivity.
Here, we combine anisotropic thermal conductivity

measurements with high-resolution inelastic neutron scatte-
ring measurements of the phason and phonon dispersions
and line shapes to establish that phasons make a major
contribution to the thermal conductivity of fresnoite. The
results clearly demonstrate that phasons dominate the
thermal conductivity within the basal plane near room
temperature, and therefore provide a clear explana-
tion for the enhanced anisotropy observed in transport
measurements.
Thermal conductivity.—To estimate phason transport

below room temperature, thermal conductivity was mea-
sured using the Quantum Design Thermal Transport Option
in a physical propertymeasurement system.Crystallographic
orientations of two crystals were confirmed using two-
theta scans on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MPD with Cu
Kα radiation (λ ¼ 1.5406 Å). A four-point method was
employed using gold coated copper leads attached to the
crystals with EPO-TEK H20E silver epoxy; an effort was
made to utilize samples of similar dimensions. Figure 1(a)
shows the thermal conductivity along both the a axis and c
axis of tetragonal fresnoite [17]. As expected, thermal
conductivity along the c axis shows the trend expected for
phonons; an inverse power-law increase on cooling from
reduced phonon-phonon scattering leading to a peak at
∼15 K, below which it decreases rapidly [12]. Along the
a axis thermal conductivity behaves similarly below ∼50 K,
but then shows a minimum on heating followed by a gradual
increase up to room temperature, Fig. 1(a). This behavior is
characteristic of phasons [6], where the phason contribution
vanishes at low temperatures because the lowest energy

phasons are intrinsically damped [13,14], and then rises as
the longer-lived phasons thermally populate at higher tem-
peratures. The phason contribution [highlighted yellow in
Fig. 1(a)] along the a axis is estimated by fitting the phonon
contribution along the c axis and scaling the result by a factor
of 1.5 to match the bare phonon behavior below 50 K (the
scale factor is reasonable since it reflects the anisotropy in the
elastic stiffness and therefore acoustic phonon velocities,
e.g., c11=c33 ¼ v2½100�L=v

2
½001�L ¼ 1.65 [19]). This analysis

predicts a phason contribution of ∼1 Wm−1K−1 or half of
the total thermal conductivity at 300 K, comparable to that of
phasons associated with charge density waves [6]. This same
procedure (and scale factor) was also applied at high
temperature for thermal conductivity along the a axis and
c axis by Shen et al. [16], see Fig. 1(b). The estimate for the
phason contribution at 300 K of about ∼1 Wm−1K−1 is the
same within error. The phason contribution vanishes again
∼600 K, near where the phasons vanish according to
inelastic neutron scattering [8]. The gradual increase in
thermal conductivity above room temperature along the a
axis closely scales with the measured heat capacity from the
same study [16] [Fig. 1(b)]. This behavior is not expected for
a normal phonon gas but is consistent with possibly a third
contribution from diffusons, which was shown to be impor-
tant in complex crystals when there is sufficient overlap
between numerous phonon branches [20,21].We now turn to
inelastic neutron scattering to explore these contributions in
more detail.
Cold inelastic neutron scattering.—To determine the

phason and phonon dispersion curves and line shapes,
inelastic neutron scattering from a 25 cm3 fresnoite
single crystal was collected with the cold neutron time-of-
flight hybrid spectrometer HYPSEC [22] at the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The instrument was operated in two configurations: first
with an incident energy Ei ¼ 15 meV (360 Hz chopper),
and then with Ei ¼ 7.5 meV (300 Hz chopper) with a 20’
Soller collimator added for increased momentum, Q,
resolution. The best possible Q resolution is needed to
determine the linewidth of the phason at the steepest part of
the dispersion curve. At Ei ¼ 15 meV a volume of data in
Q-E space was generated by rotating the [100] axis with
respect to the incident beam in 0.25° steps from 0° to 85°,
and at Ei ¼ 7.5 meV the rotation was in 0.125° steps from
−22° to 10°. The data were analyzed using MSlice in the
Data Analysis and Visualization Environment (DAVE)
software [23]. Figure 2(a) shows the 2D-diffraction pattern,
which contains both the commensurate reflections (integer
indices), from which the acoustic phonons emerge and the
incommensurate reflections, from which phasons emerge.
The intensity image plots in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show
examples of phonons and phasons, respectively. Because
the phason dispersion curve is so steep [Fig. 2(c)], the
ability to resolve the line shape was limited by the Q
resolution rather than the energy resolution, especially

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of fresnoite measured along the
tetragonal a axis (with phasons) and c axis (without phasons).
(a) Low temperature thermal conductivity measured using a four-
point method (this work). (b) High temperature thermal conduc-
tivity measured using the laser flash technique along with heat
capacity measurements both by Shen et al. [16].
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below 2.5 meV. For this reason, the shapes were determined
by cutting the data along Q and fitting a series of constant
energy cuts. Below 2.5 meV the necessaryQ resolution was
even tighter and required the switch to 7.5 meV incident
energy with 20’ Soller collimation [Fig. 2(d)]. In this
configuration the observed phason width at 2 meV
(0.08� 0.01 r.l.u.) is many times larger than the width
of the resolution limited elastic peak width (0.028� 0.001
r.l.u.), see top panels in Fig. 2(d). Figure 2(e) provides a
summary of the acoustic phonon and phason dispersion
curve and linewidth measurements. Two low-lying optic
phonons, TO1 and LO1, were also detected. They have little
impact on thermal conductivity since they have near zero
group velocities. Intrinsic linewidths for all peaks were
determined by fitting to a Lorentzian convoluted with a
Gaussian resolution function. The transverse acoustic (TA)

and longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons have energy
widths [shaded regions around curves in Fig. 2(a)] mostly
in the 1-to-2 meV range, much larger than the instrument
resolution. The nominal instrument resolution varies—it
ranges from 0.16 meV at 10 meV to 0.4 meV at the elastic
line, and from 0.08 meVat 6 meV to 0.2 meVat the elastic
line, for Ei ¼ 15 meV and 7.5 meV, respectively. For
transverse branches a tilt in the resolution function results
in resolution focusing, which was also included (see
Supplemental Material, Figs. S1 and S2 [24]). The reso-
lution corrected linewidths were all cross checked against
observations of the same modes in different zones and/or
with different instrument configurations.
The MFPs of the phonons and phasons can be expressed

in terms of quantities readily deduced from the dispersion
curves and linewidths [25],

(a)

(d) (e)

(b) (c)

FIG. 2. Phason and low-energy phonon dispersion and linewidths measured in the basal plane of fresnoite using the HYSPEC time-of-
flight cold neutron instrument at the SNS. (a) Intensity map of the elastic scattering for data collected with Ei ¼ 15 meV. (b) Slice in
energy of the same data along Q ¼ ½4;K; 0� through a commensurate reflection, revealing transverse acoustic (TA) and optic (TO1)
phonons. (c) Slice in energy along Q ¼ ½4.61;K; 0� through an incommensurate reflection, revealing the phason. The out-of-plane
directions were integrated �0.05 r.l.u. for the slices displayed in (a) and (c). (d) Measurement of lower energy part of phason along
Q ¼ ½H; 3.61; 0� using Ei ¼ 7.5 meV and 20’ Soller collimation for significantly improved energy and momentum resolution. Constant
energy cuts in top panels show the resolution limited elastic peak at E ¼ 0 and the broader phason at E ¼ 2 meV. The out-of-plane
directions were integrated �0.025 r.l.u. for the slices and cuts displayed in (d). (e) Summary of the phason and low-energy phonon
dispersion with linewidths along the [100] and [110] directions. Shading indicates the intrinsic full width at half maximum (FWHM)
found by fitting with Lorentzian convoluted with a small Gaussian instrument resolution width; example fits shown in right panel. All
phonons are fit in energy at fixed Q, while the phason widths are fit in Q at fixed E.
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lqs ¼ vqs
ℏ
Γqs

; ð2Þ

where the group velocity vqs is from the slope of the
dispersion curve, and Γqs is the energy full width at half
maximum of the dispersion curve. Thus, the narrower and
steeper the dispersion the longer the MFP (or, when vqs and
Γqs vary slowly, the inverse of the width inQ, the coherence
length, is also approximately the MFP). On inspection of
Fig. 2(e), phasons are both narrower and steeper than
phonons, indicating that they have longer MFPs. The MFPs
for the phason dispersion ranges from ∼7 to 14 nm—14 nm
near the lower (<2 meV) and 7 nm in the upper part of the
curve (3 to 4 meV). The phasons are isotropic in the basal
plane [9]. For comparison, the [100]-TA phonon and the
[100]-LA phonon have an MFP of only 3 nm over the bulk
of the curve between 2 and 5 meV and an MFP of about
4 nm in the same range, respectively. The [110]-LA and the
[110]-TA have an MFP of 3.2 nm and 3 nm at 4.5 meV,
respectively. Hence, the phason MFPs are on average about
3 times larger than those of the acoustic phonons propa-
gating in the same plane. The group velocities of the
phasons are also ∼2.8 to 4.3 times higher than the acoustic
phonons whereas their density of states (and mode specific
heat capacity at ambient conditions) is about 6.25 times less
[9]. Appropriately weighing these factors together with the
MPFs in Eq. (1), the phason contribution to the thermal
conductivity in the basal plane is about 2.5 times larger than
the [100]-TA acoustic phonon (see Supplemental Material
Fig. S3 [24]). The absolute value of the phason contribu-
tion at 300 K can also be estimated from the average
group velocities and MFPs and works out to be about
0.7 Wm−1K−1 [24], which is consistent with the value
deduced from the thermal conductivity measurements
(Fig. 1). Hence, this analysis also indicates that ∼50%
of the thermal conductivity along the a axis at 300 K comes
from phasons. In addition to the acoustic-phonon contri-
bution there are also optic phonons, optic-mode-like
amplitudons, or diffusons. Although these modes tend to
have lower propagation velocities (flatter dispersion) they
dominate the lattice density of states in crystals as complex
as fresnoite. These numerous modes also exhibit consi-
derable overlap in momentum and energy, making them
difficult to separate in a single crystal measurement.
However, the distribution of these modes can be probed
in a powder measurement of the lattice density of states.
Epithermal inelastic neutron scattering.—The full lattice

dynamical spectrum of fresnoite was measured on 30 grams
of powder using the ARCS time-of-flight instrument at the
SNS of Oak Ridge National Laboratory [26]. To reach the
highest energy optic phonons the instrument was operated
with an incident neutron energy of 120 meV. The powder
was contained within a thin-walled aluminum can mounted
in a closed-cycle displex refrigerator for measurements at
5 K. The measured spectra were corrected for sample

background by measuring and subtracting the scattering
from an identical empty aluminum can. The powder
average scattering function, SðjQj; EÞ, was then determined
by correcting for the ki=kf phase space factor. A neutron-
weighted density of states was extracted by summing the
measured SðjQj; EÞ over large volume of momentum space
including numerous zones from 2 to 12 Å−1, subtracting
the elastic peak and the incoherent multiphonon contribu-
tion calculated iteratively to all orders [27–29], and
correcting for the thermal occupation and Debye-Waller
factors. Figure 3 shows the neutron-weighted density of
states [Fig. 3(a)] and the scattering function [Fig. 3(b)]. The
upper most optic phonons cut off just below about
100 meV. As indicted in Fig. 3(a), the phasons and acoustic
phonons cut off at energies well below most of the density
of states, which is primarily made up of optic phonons.
Nevertheless, the low energy modes dominate the thermal

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Full neutron-weighted density of states and powder
averaged dynamical structure factor at 5 K for fresnoite mea-
sured using the ARCS time-of-flight instrument at the SNS.
(a) Extracted neutron-weighted density of states for the lattice
dynamics that includes mainly phonons, but also phasons and
amplitudons. (b) Intensity map of the powder averaged dynamical
structure factor, SðjQj; EÞ, from which the density of states was
determined.
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conductivity from ambient temperature and below. At the
highest temperatures, however, the thermal population of
the other modes is evident in the way the thermal
conductivity along the c axis increases with the same
scaling behavior as the heat capacity [Fig. 1(b)], which
signals the expected increasing mode population [30]. This
indicates a constant thermal diffusivity at the highest
temperatures in Fig. 1, consistent with a diffuson channel,
which comes about from a coupling of overlapping
eigenstates [20,21,31–34]. Although the diffuson channel
has traditionally been applied to disordered solids, recent
work shows that in complex crystals where there is a high
density of overlapping phonon branches it can also become
important [20]. The scattering function of fresnoite shown
in Fig. 3(b) indicates that the high-energy part of the
density of states is composed of many flat modes, which is
a situation that limits the phonon-gas channel and accen-
tuates the diffuson channel in complex crystals [20]. Hence,
the scattering function supports the notion that the slow rise
in the thermal conductivity above 300 K along the c axis in
Fig. 1(b) is most likely brought about by populating modes
that provide a diffuson contribution. By extension, a
diffuson contribution also likely rises beneath the dimini-
shing phason contribution along the a axis in Fig. 1(b).
Conclusion.—Despite making a relatively small contri-

bution to the lattice density of states, phasons make a major
contribution to the thermal conductivity in the incommen-
surate phase of fresnoite by traveling faster and farther than
the acoustic phonons. The phason contribution is aniso-
tropic and reaches a maximum near ambient conditions,
where it is the single largest contributor to thermal transport
in the basal plane. At cryogenic temperatures the usual
phonon-gas behavior dominates, while at high temper-
atures the phasons fade away and diffusons appear to make
an important contribution. This work therefore establishes
the importance of phasonic thermal conductivity and
demonstrates that excitations unique to incommensurate
lattices can dominate transport properties and must there-
fore be considered when attempting to model or optimize
the behavior of such systems.
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